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Lepton dipole moment

Muon Anomalous Magnetic Moment

Tree level QED prediction:
Quantum loop corrections: 

For electrons agrees SM to ~ 12 decimals, best prediction in history
Sensitive to all known and unknown particles coupled to leptons
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Parameter Fit result Parameter Fit result
blinded R (ppm) �16.01± 0.68 ⌧y (µs) 168± 98

N0 (7249.8± 3.5)⇥ 103 AN,y,2,2 0.00039± 0.00022
�⌧µ (µs) 64.4478± 0.0023 �N,y,2,2 2.10± 0.65

A0 0.355193± 0.000021 AN,x,2,2 0.000198± 0.000059
�0 2.07519± 0.00013 �N,x,2,2 �3.35± 0.30

!CBO (s�1) 2.33593± 0.00030 AA,x,1,1 0.00059± 0.00014
⌧CBO (µs) 190± 11 �A,x,1,1 �0.38± 0.24
AN,x,1,1 0.003237± 0.000097 A�,x,1,1 0.000108± 0.000072
�N,x,1,1 �6.081± 0.029 ��,x,1,1 �3.19± 0.66
Kloss 0.00903± 0.00036 AN,y,1,1 �0.000082± 0.000046
y 1.01398± 0.00063 �N,y,1,1 �5.98± 0.58

TABLE II. The (blinded) fit results for the asymmetry-weighted event analysis for the Run-1d dataset. The fit used the model
and parameters described in Equations 25 through 30 and Eq. 34.
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FIG. 16. Left: the overlay of the fit described in the text on the Run-1d precession data. Right: the FFT of the time distribution
of residuals to that fit (black), which shows no remaining characteristic frequencies in the spectrum. For contrast, the residuals
of the 5-parameter fit with no beam modeling are also shown (light gray), which helps to highlight the excellent performance
of the fit including the modeling.

residual e↵ects that are pronounced at early times, such
as cyclotron motion, e↵ects from the dynamics of the
stored beam, positron pileup and gain changes related to
the injection process. Improper modeling of slow e↵ects,
such as those due to gain stability or muon loss, would
appear as an oscillation of the extracted value of !m

a
at

the period of the anomalous precession itself. Stability
of the fitted !m

a
as a function of start time indicates that

these e↵ects are controlled to within the allowed statisti-
cal variation given the small change in statistics relative
to the nominal start time. Figure 17 shows the two pa-
rameters R (see Eq. 34) and N0 from a fitting start time
scan for one analysis. Both these combined scans and the
individual subset scans show excellent !m

a
stability. Most

of the data remains common to each point in the start
time scan, significantly correlating the parameter values
for each point in the start time scan. The scans there-
fore reveal trends, as opposed to exhibiting the statistical
scatter of statistically independent samples. The maxi-
mum excursion in N0 at a start time of ⇠90 µs means
that N0 from that fit agrees with N0 from the nominal
start time at ⇠ 1.5 standard deviations given the change
in statistics.

We have also fit for !m
a

using the data in each of the
24 individual calorimeter stations (Fig. 18). As noted
earlier, the data from an individual station have a signif-
icantly more pronounced CBO motion than the combined
data. Thus, we can use the individual fits as sensitive
probes to evaluate our beam dynamics model. Residual
e↵ects from the cyclotron motion can also induce a bias of
!m
a

as a function of position around the storage ring. The
value of !m

a
remains stable as a function of calorimeter

station, indicating proper accounting for these e↵ects.

Extracting !m
a

as a function of positron energy probes
systematic e↵ects that depend on positron energy, such as
positron pileup and instability in the energy scale. The
energy scans show no systematic dependence of !m

a
on

energy. The energy scans do show an unphysical varia-
tion of the muon loss normalization parameter Kloss. A
number of sources can contribute to such an e↵ect, such
as a residual gain miscalibration on the order of a few
parts per 104, an overall drift in positron or lost muon
acceptance as a function of time into the fill, or residual
issues with the pileup correction. The pileup correction,
for example, becomes more pronounced at larger positron
energies. The di↵erent sources can shift !m

a
in di↵erent
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Run !a/2⇡ [Hz] !̃
0
p/2⇡ [Hz] R0

µ ⇥ 1000
1a 229081.06(28) 61791871.2(7.1) 3.7073009(45)
1b 229081.40(24) 61791937.8(7.9) 3.7073024(38)
1c 229081.26(19) 61791845.4(7.7) 3.7073057(31)
1d 229081.23(16) 61792003.4(6.6) 3.7072957(26)
Run-1 3.7073003(17)

TABLE I. Run-1 group measurements of !a, !̃
0
p, and their

ratios R0
µ multiplied by 1000. See also supplemental mate-

rial [66].

run groups, as well as their ratios, R0
µ (the latter multi-

plied by 1000). The measurements are largely uncorre-
lated because the run-group uncertainties are dominated
by the statistical uncertainty on !a. However, most sys-
tematic uncertainties for both !a and !̃

0
p measurements,

and hence for the ratios R0
µ, are fully correlated across

run groups. The net computed uncertainties (and cor-
rections) are listed in Table II. The fit of the four run-
group results has a �

2
/n.d.f. = 6.8/3, corresponding to

P (�2) = 7.8%; we consider the P (�2) to be a plausible
statistical outcome and not indicative of incorrectly esti-
mated uncertainties. The weighted-average value is R0

µ

= 0.0037073003(16)(6), where the first error is statistical
and the second is systematic [67]. From Eq. 2, we arrive
at a determination of the muon anomaly

aµ(FNAL) = 116 592 040(54)⇥ 10�11 (0.46 ppm),

where the statistical, systematic, and fundamental con-
stant uncertainties that are listed in Table II are com-
bined in quadrature. Our result di↵ers from the SM value
by 3.3� and agrees with the BNL E821 result. The com-
bined experimental (Exp) average[68] is

aµ(Exp) = 116 592 061(41)⇥ 10�11 (0.35 ppm).

The di↵erence, aµ(Exp)� aµ(SM) = (251± 59)⇥ 10�11,
has a significance of 4.2�. These results are displayed in
Fig. 4.

In summary, the findings here confirm the BNL exper-
imental result and the corresponding experimental aver-
age increases the significance of the discrepancy between
the measured and SM predicted aµ to 4.2�. This result
will further motivate the development of SM extensions,
including those having new couplings to leptons.

Following the Run-1 measurements, improvements to
the temperature in the experimental hall have led to
greater magnetic field and detector gain stability. An
upgrade to the kicker enables the incoming beam to be
stored in the center of the storage aperture, thus reducing
various beam dynamics e↵ects. These changes, amongst
others, will lead to higher precision in future publications.

Quantity Correction Terms Uncertainty
(ppb) (ppb)

!
m
a (statistical) – 434

!
m
a (systematic) – 56

Ce 489 53
Cp 180 13
Cml -11 5
Cpa -158 75
fcalibh!p(x, y,�)⇥M(x, y,�)i – 56
Bk -27 37
Bq -17 92

µ
0
p(34.7

�)/µe – 10
mµ/me – 22
ge/2 – 0
Total systematic – 157
Total fundamental factors – 25
Totals 544 462

TABLE II. Values and uncertainties of the R0
µ correction

terms in Eq. 4, and uncertainties due to the constants in Eq. 2
for aµ. Positive Ci increase aµ and positive Bi decrease aµ.

FIG. 4. From top to bottom: Experimental values of aµ

from BNL E821, this measurement, and the combined aver-
age. The inner tick marks indicate the statistical contribution
to the total uncertainties. The Muon g � 2 Theory Initiative
recommended value [13] for the Standard Model is also shown.
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Comparing SM Theory Calculations

Borsanyi et al 2002.12347

Recent lattice BMWc result in tension with data driven R-ratio method
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Figure 3: Comparison of recent results for the leading-order, hadronic vacuum polarization contribution

to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (see [7] for a recent review). Green squares are lattice

results: this work’s result, denoted by BMWc’20 and represented by a filled symbol at the top of the figure,

is followed by Mainz’19 [30], FHM’19 [31], ETM’19 [32], RBC’18 [19] and our earlier work BMWc’17

[14]. Red circles are obtained using the R-ratio method from DHMZ’19 [3], KNT’19 [4] and CHHKS’19

[5, 6]; these results use the same experimental data as input. The blue shaded region is the value that

aLO�HVP
µ

would have to have to explain the experimental measurement of (gµ � 2), assuming no new

physics.
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… but it’s closer to experiment



R-Ratio Calculations
Figure 28: A compilation of the modulus squared of the pion form factor in the ⇢ meson region, which yields about 75% of aHVP, LO

µ . Data from
CMD-2, SND, KLOE, BABAR, BESIII, and CLEOc [43, 48–51, 58, 60, 61, 64, 65, 73, 82, 84, 140, 141], besides some older sets. Reprinted from
Ref. [27].

Figure 29: The compilation of R(s)-data utilized in the analyses of Refs. [27, 217–220]. The bottom line shows the relative systematic errors within
the split regions. Di↵erent regions are assumed to have uncorrelated systematics. Data from Refs. [37, 41, 44–47, 53–56, 59, 62, 63, 66, 67, 69–
72, 75–77, 142, 167, 222–227] and others. Adapted from Ref. [27].

PDG. For the ! and � one can apply a BW+PDG evaluation or use the corresponding decay spectra into 3⇡,
⇡0�, K+K�, KLKS , and ⌘�.

In addition to the data shown in the figures, pQCD is applied from 5.2 GeV to 9.46 GeV as well as above 11.5 GeV,
see Fig. 29, using the code of Ref. [132]. The central result based on e+e� data alone is13

aHVP, LO
µ = 688.1(4.1) ⇥ 10�10 , (2.18)

where the central values and uncertainties are distributed on di↵erent energy ranges as shown in Fig. 30. In view of the
observed discrepancies in the e+e� ! ⇡⇡ data from BABAR and KLOE, also a combined analysis with the ⌧! ⇡⇡⌫⌧
data from ALEPH [180, 191, 228, 229], OPAL [182], CLEO [183], and Belle [185] has been considered [27]

aHVP, LO
µ = 688.8(3.4) ⇥ 10�10 , (2.19)

13This number, which relies on GS and BW parameterizations as described above, is quoted below in Sec. 2.3.5 as the main result from this
approach.
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2. Data-driven calculations of HVP

M. Benayoun, C. M. Carloni Calame, H. Czyż, M. Davier, S. I. Eidelman, M. Hoferichter, F. Jegerlehner,
A. Keshavarzi, B. Malaescu, D. Nomura, M. Passera, T. Teubner, G. Venanzoni, Z. Zhang

2.1. Introduction
Based on analyticity and unitarity, loop integrals containing insertions of HVP in photon propagators can be ex-

pressed in the form of dispersion integrals over the cross section of a virtual photon decaying into hadrons. This cross
section can be determined in e+e� annihilation, either in direct scan mode, where the beam energy is adjusted to pro-
vide measurements at di↵erent center-of-mass (CM) energies, or by relying on the method of radiative return, where
a collider is operating at a fixed CM energy. In the latter, the high statistics allow for an e↵ective scan over di↵erent
masses of the hadronic system through the emission of initial-state photons, whose spectrum can be calculated and,
in some cases, measured directly. With the availability of high-luminosity colliders, especially meson factories, this
method of radiative return has become a powerful alternative to the direct scan experiments. In addition, it is possible
to use hadronic ⌧ decays to determine hadronic spectral functions, which can be related to the required hadronic cross
section. As a consequence of the wealth of data from many sources, the hadronic cross section is now known experi-
mentally with a high precision over a wide range of energies. This allows one to obtain data-driven determinations of
the HVP contributions.

At leading order (LO), i.e., O(↵2), the dispersion integral reads [129, 130]

aHVP, LO
µ =

↵2

3⇡2

Z 1

M2
⇡

K(s)
s

R(s) ds , (2.1)

with the kernel function

K(s) =
x2

2
(2 � x2) +

(1 + x2)(1 + x)2

x2

 
log(1 + x) � x +

x2

2

!
+

1 + x
1 � x

x2 log x , (2.2)

where x = 1��µ
1+�µ

, �µ =
q

1 � 4m2
µ/s. When expressed in the form K̂(s) = 3s

m2
µ
K(s), the kernel function K̂ is a slowly

varying monotonic function, rising from K̂(4M2
⇡) ⇡ 0.63 at the two pion threshold to its asymptotic value of 1 in the

limit of large s. R(s) is the so-called (hadronic) R-ratio defined by2

R(s) =
�0(e+e� ! hadrons(+�))

�pt
, �pt =

4⇡↵2

3s
. (2.3)

Due to the factor K(s)/s, contributions from the lowest energies are weighted most strongly in Eq. (2.1). Note that
the superscript in �0 indicates that the total hadronic cross section in the dispersion integral must be the bare cross
section, excluding e↵ects from vacuum polarization (VP) (which lead to the running QED coupling). If these e↵ects
are included as part of the measured hadronic cross section, this data must be “undressed,” i.e., VP e↵ects must be
subtracted, see the more detailed discussion below. Otherwise, there would be a double counting and, as such, iterated
VP insertions are taken into account as part of the higher-order HVP contributions.

Conversely, the hadronic cross section used in the dispersion integral is normally taken to be inclusive with respect
to final-state radiation (FSR) of additional photons. While this is in contradiction to the formal power counting
in ↵, it would basically be impossible to subtract the real and virtual photonic FSR e↵ects in hadron production,
especially for higher-multiplicity states for which these QED e↵ects are di�cult to model. As these FSR e↵ects are
not included explicitly in the higher-order VP contributions, this procedure is fully consistent. Note that, in line with
these arguments, the threshold for hadron production is provided by the ⇡0� cross section and hence the lower limit
of the dispersion integral is M2

⇡0 .

2Note that this standard definition of �pt does not take into account e↵ects due to the finite electron mass, which, for CM energies above the
hadronic threshold, are completely negligible.
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R-Ratio
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Figure 14: The ⇡+⇡� cross section from KLOE combination, BABAR, CMD-2, SND, and BESIII in the ⇢–! interference region [82]. Reprinted
from Ref. [82].
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Figure 15: Comparison of results for aHVP, LO
µ [⇡⇡], evaluated between 0.6 GeV and 0.9 GeV for the various experiments.

computed taking into account all the correlations between the measurements, for both the statistical and systematic
uncertainties. They show some systematic deviations from unity (Fig. 16) that are statistically significant and not
fully taken into account by the local scaling procedure [170], leading to what is likely an underestimated systematic
uncertainty in the combined result. Since these deviations largely cancel when integrating the spectrum, the integral
values are consistent [82]. These discrepancies are not present in the ratio between the KLOE-2012 and KLOE-2010
measurements, which is consistent with unity in the whole energy range (see Fig. 16).

Very recently the SND collaboration has presented their results at VEPP-2000 on the ⇡+⇡� channel [171] with
increased statistics and reduced systematic uncertainties (0.8%) compared to their analysis at VEPP-2M discussed
above. They perform a fit of the pion form factor using a vector-meson dominance (VMD) ansatz for the ⇢ reso-
nance together with ! and ⇢0 contributions. This description of their data is used to compare with existing data in
a convenient way. The resulting comparison ratios are shown in Fig. 17 separately for BABAR, KLOE-2008, and
KLOE-2010, and VEPP2M results from SND and CMD-2. While there are some small deviations from the latter two
results, more severe discrepancies are found with KLOE and BABAR. On the one hand, below 0.7 GeV both KLOE-
2008 and BABAR are higher than SND by 2–4%, while KLOE-2010 is more in agreement. On the other hand, above
0.7 GeV SND agrees well with BABAR, while both KLOE measurements are below by 2–3%. If these observations
could provide some hints for understanding the KLOE–BABAR discrepancy, it is clear that still more experimental
investigations with high precision are needed for further progress in this crucial ⇡+⇡� contribution. The new SND
results are not yet included in the data combinations discussed in this WP version, but will be added later after they
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Figure 3: Comparison of recent results for the leading-order, hadronic vacuum polarization contribution

to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon (see [7] for a recent review). Green squares are lattice

results: this work’s result, denoted by BMWc’20 and represented by a filled symbol at the top of the figure,

is followed by Mainz’19 [30], FHM’19 [31], ETM’19 [32], RBC’18 [19] and our earlier work BMWc’17

[14]. Red circles are obtained using the R-ratio method from DHMZ’19 [3], KNT’19 [4] and CHHKS’19

[5, 6]; these results use the same experimental data as input. The blue shaded region is the value that

aLO�HVP
µ

would have to have to explain the experimental measurement of (gµ � 2), assuming no new

physics.
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Figure 2: Continuum extrapolation of the isospin-symmetric light connected component of aµ, denoted
by [alight

µ
]0. The data points are obtained on lattices of sizes L ⇡ 6 fm. The di↵erent colors/symbols

correspond to di↵erent types of improvement procedures: “none” stands for applying no improvement;
“NLO” and “NNLO” refer to improvements based on the next-to-leading and the next-to-next-to-leading
orders of finite-volume, staggered chiral perturbation theory; “SLLGS” is an approach based on experi-
mental input parameterized by a Gounaris-Sakurai model combined with the Lellouch-Lüscher formalism
(see the Supplementary Information for details). The two methods labeled with ’win’ are used to obtain
the final results of the paper. The lines show fits using the finest five lattice spacings.
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Figure 3: Comparison of recent results for the leading-order, hadronic vacuum polarization contribution
to the anomalous magnetic moment of the muon. Green squares are lattice results: this work’s result
is BMWc’20 with a filled symbol on the top, followed by Mainz’19 [26], FHM’19 [27], ETM’19 [28],
RBC’18 [15] and our earlier work BMWc’17 [10]. Red circles are obtained using the R-ratio method from
DHMZ’19 [3] and KNT’19 [4]. The blue shaded region is the value that aLO�HVP

µ
would have to have to

explain the experimental measurement of (gµ � 2), assuming no new physics.
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What should we believe?

1) Issue with with R-ratio calculations?

After new data, this is extremely unlikely

Possible, but nothing obvious (maybe tension in data?)

2) Issue with lattice calculations?

3) R-ratio correct, but unknown experimental systematic?

4) New BSM particles contributing to loops?

Also possible, need confirmation from other groups

This is the main new thing we have learned
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What’s the highest BSM scale?

Contributing to g-2 requires EWSB insertion and chiral flip
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A Guaranteed Discovery at Future Muon Colliders

Rodolfo Capdevillaa,b,⇤ David Curtina,† Yonatan Kahnc,‡ and Gordan Krnjaicd§
aDepartment of Physics, University of Toronto, Canada

bPerimeter Institute for Theoretical Physics, Waterloo, Ontario, Canada
cUniversity of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, Urbana, IL USA and

dFermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, IL USA
(Dated: July 1, 2020)

The longstanding muon g� 2 anomaly may indicate the existence of new particles that couple to
muons, which could either be light (<⇠ GeV) and weakly coupled, or heavy (� 100 GeV) with large
couplings. If light new states are responsible, upcoming intensity frontier experiments will discover
further evidence of new physics. However, if heavy particles are responsible, many candidates are
beyond the reach of existing colliders. We show that, if the (g � 2)µ anomaly is confirmed and no
explanation is found at low-energy experiments, a high-energy muon collider program is guaranteed
to make fundamental discoveries about our universe. New physics scenarios that account for the
anomaly can be classified as either “Singlet” or “Electroweak” (EW) models, involving only EW
singlets or new EW-charged states respectively. We argue that a TeV-scale future muon collider will
discover all possible singlet model solutions to the anomaly. If this does not yield a discovery, the
next step would be a O(10TeV) muon collider. Such a machine would either discover new particles
associated with high-scale EW model solutions to the anomaly, or empirically prove that nature is
fine-tuned, both of which would have profound consequences for fundamental physics.

INTRODUCTION

The 3.7 � discrepancy between the Brookhaven mea-
surement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ [1]
and the Standard Model (SM) prediction [2] is among
the largest and most persistent anomalies in fundamen-
tal physics. The latest consensus [3–22] gives

�a
exp
µ

= a
exp
µ

� a
theory
µ

= (2.79 ± 0.76) ⇥ 10�9
. (1)

If experiments at Fermilab [23] and J-PARC [24] con-
firm the Brookhaven result, and if precision QCD calcu-
lations do not appreciably shift the theoretical prediction,
it would establish the first conclusive laboratory evidence
of physics beyond the SM (BSM).

Since the new physics contribution to aµ is fixed by
coupling-to-mass ratios, the anomaly can be reconciled
either with light weakly coupled particles [25], or with
heavy particles that couple appreciably to muons [26–
35]. If the former scenario is realized in nature, multiple
fixed-target experiments are projected to discover new
physics in the decade ahead [36–44]. However, if these
searches ultimately report null results, the only remain-
ing possibilities involve heavy particles.

Heavy BSM states modify aµ through the dimension-5
operator

Le↵ = Ce↵
v

M2
(µL�

⌫⇢
µ
c)F⌫⇢ + h.c. , (2)

where µL and µ
c are the two-component muon fields,

v = 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expectation value
(vev), Ce↵ is a constant, and M is the BSM mass scale.
Note that the symmetries of the SM already impose im-
portant constraints on this operator: the chirality struc-
ture of Eq. (2) requires a fermion mass insertion to gener-
ate �aµ, and reconciling the di↵erent electroweak quan-
tum numbers of µL and µ

c requires an insertion of v. All

BSM scenarios that generate this interaction fall into one
of two categories:

• Singlet Models: if all new particles are neutral
under the SM, the Higgs coupling insertion, and
hence also the chirality flip, must arise from the
small muon mass mµ = yµv/

p
2, so Ce↵ / yµ,

where yµ is the Higgs-muon Yukawa coupling. For
the maximum couplings allowed by unitarity, ex-
plaining �aµ in Eq. (1) implies M <

⇠ TeV, see
Eq. (4).

• Electroweak (EW) Models: if some of the new
states carry SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y quantum numbers,
the chirality flip and the Higgs coupling insertion
in Eq. (2) can arise from new and potentially larger
masses and couplings, allowing a BSM mass scale
M & 10 TeV. Importantly, these interactions may
yield large finite loop contributions to the Higgs
mass and muon Yukawa coupling.

For both classes of models, there is a “worst case” sce-
nario in which the new particles couple preferentially to
muons and are maximally beyond the reach of existing
experiments while still generating the required �aµ.

In this Letter we present a “no-lose theorem” for a fu-
ture muon collider program:

If the (g � 2)µ anomaly is due to BSM physics,
a combination of fixed-target experiments and a
muon collider with

p
s & TeV and ⇠10 ab�1 of

luminosity will be able to discover all explanations
for the anomaly involving only SM singlet fields. If
no new particles are found, a higher-energy muon
collider with

p
s ⇠ 50�60 TeV would then be guar-

anteed to discover the heavy states in EW models
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What’s the highest BSM scale?

Contributing to g-2 requires EWSB insertion and chiral flip
2

1

v

S/V

µcµcµL

�

v

µcµL

�

�
F c

A FB

h

µcµL

�
F c

A FB

2

mF

µcµL

�

�A

v �B

F c F

FIG. 1. Example Feynman diagrams contributing to (g � 2)µ. Left: In models that only feature SM singlet scalars or vectors
S or V , the chirality flip and Higgs vev insertion must originate on the muon line, so the contribution in Eq. (4) implies
O(1) couplings for singlets at the ⇠ TeV scale. Right: In scenarios that feature SM charged states, as shown for nightmare
scenario, the chirality flip and EWSB Higgs coupling insertion can be placed on internal lines, parametrically enhancing �aµ

and allowing for BSM mass scales above 10 TeV.

with sizable couplings that generate �aµ, or em-
pirically prove that nature (specifically the Higgs
and muon mass) is fine-tuned. If the latter is true,
the BSM states generating �aµ have to have sev-
eral very large couplings, and still be lighter than
⇠ 100 TeV due to perturbative unitarity bounds.
Such states would be discoverable at some future
facility.

In our no-lose theorem we assume the validity of quan-
tum field theory, so it is understood that a violation of
perturbative unitarity would also be a signature of (possi-
bly strongly-coupled) new physics with BSM states below
100 TeV.

SINGLET MODELS

If the BSM states are all EW singlets, their masses do
not arise from electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB),
so the chirality flip (and hence the Higgs vev insertion)
in Eq. (2) originates on the muon line, as shown in Fig.
1 (top). Here Ce↵ ⇠ g

2
yµ, where g is the singlet-muon

coupling. These models for g � 2 must involve at least
one new particle coupled to the muon,

gSSµ̄µ , gV V⌫ µ̄�
⌫
µ , (3)

where S/V is a scalar/vector (axial or pseudoscalar cou-
plings give the wrong sign �aµ) and parametrically

�aµ ⇠
g
2
m

2
µ

12⇡2M2
⇠ 10�9

g
2

✓
300 GeV

M

◆2

, (4)

where we have taken the M � mµ limit [25, 37]. Thus,
singlets near the weak scale must have ⇠ O(1) couplings
to yield �aµ ⇠ 10�9 in Eq. (1) and the masses are
bounded by M . 2 TeV to satisfy unitarity bounds which
require gS/V .

p
4⇡.

In what follows, we assume that the singlet S or V

couples to the muon as in Eq. (3) with su�cient strength

to resolve the �aµ anomaly. We find that for all vi-
able masses and decay channels, low energy experiments
will test all singlet candidates below . few GeV, and an
appropriate muon collider can test the remaining heavy
singlets in a model independent fashion.

Light Singlets

Although there are many experiments designed to
probe light, singlet particles responsible for �aµ (see [45]
for a review), most candidates are already excluded based
on how they couple to light SM particles. Nearly all vec-
tor bosons from anomaly-free U(1) SM gauge extensions
(e.g. B � L) are ruled out as explanations for the �aµ

anomaly [46]; the only exception is a gauged Lµ � L⌧

gauge boson, which remains viable for mV ⇠ 10 � 200
MeV [47, 48], but will be fully tested with upcoming
kaon decay [49] and muon trident searches [42]. Light
scalars that couple preferentially to muons can still be
viable depending on their dominant decay modes and
lifetimes [37].

Proposed muon beam fixed-target experiments can
likely test all remaining �aµ candidates below the few-
GeV scale [36–44]. In particular, the proposed NA64µ

[36, 50] and M3 [38] experiments are projected to cover
all invisibly decaying singlet �aµ candidates lighter than
a few GeV. These concepts can likely be modified to also
test visibly decaying singlets produced in muon fixed-
target interactions, such as a muon beam variation on
the HPS experiment [51]. Combined, these approaches
would leave no room for sub-GeV singlets that explain
�aµ. (Small model dependent gaps may remain for sin-
glets that decay semi-visibly, but these typically within
reach of various future experiments [43]; we address this
possible loophole in future work [52].)
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The longstanding muon g� 2 anomaly may indicate the existence of new particles that couple to
muons, which could either be light (<⇠ GeV) and weakly coupled, or heavy (� 100 GeV) with large
couplings. If light new states are responsible, upcoming intensity frontier experiments will discover
further evidence of new physics. However, if heavy particles are responsible, many candidates are
beyond the reach of existing colliders. We show that, if the (g � 2)µ anomaly is confirmed and no
explanation is found at low-energy experiments, a high-energy muon collider program is guaranteed
to make fundamental discoveries about our universe. New physics scenarios that account for the
anomaly can be classified as either “Singlet” or “Electroweak” (EW) models, involving only EW
singlets or new EW-charged states respectively. We argue that a TeV-scale future muon collider will
discover all possible singlet model solutions to the anomaly. If this does not yield a discovery, the
next step would be a O(10TeV) muon collider. Such a machine would either discover new particles
associated with high-scale EW model solutions to the anomaly, or empirically prove that nature is
fine-tuned, both of which would have profound consequences for fundamental physics.

INTRODUCTION

The 3.7 � discrepancy between the Brookhaven mea-
surement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ [1]
and the Standard Model (SM) prediction [2] is among
the largest and most persistent anomalies in fundamen-
tal physics. The latest consensus [3–22] gives

�a
exp
µ

= a
exp
µ

� a
theory
µ

= (2.79 ± 0.76) ⇥ 10�9
. (1)

If experiments at Fermilab [23] and J-PARC [24] con-
firm the Brookhaven result, and if precision QCD calcu-
lations do not appreciably shift the theoretical prediction,
it would establish the first conclusive laboratory evidence
of physics beyond the SM (BSM).

Since the new physics contribution to aµ is fixed by
coupling-to-mass ratios, the anomaly can be reconciled
either with light weakly coupled particles [25], or with
heavy particles that couple appreciably to muons [26–
35]. If the former scenario is realized in nature, multiple
fixed-target experiments are projected to discover new
physics in the decade ahead [36–44]. However, if these
searches ultimately report null results, the only remain-
ing possibilities involve heavy particles.

Heavy BSM states modify aµ through the dimension-5
operator

Le↵ = Ce↵
v

M2
(µL�

⌫⇢
µ
c)F⌫⇢ + h.c. , (2)

where µL and µ
c are the two-component muon fields,

v = 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expectation value
(vev), Ce↵ is a constant, and M is the BSM mass scale.
Note that the symmetries of the SM already impose im-
portant constraints on this operator: the chirality struc-
ture of Eq. (2) requires a fermion mass insertion to gener-
ate �aµ, and reconciling the di↵erent electroweak quan-
tum numbers of µL and µ

c requires an insertion of v. All

BSM scenarios that generate this interaction fall into one
of two categories:

• Singlet Models: if all new particles are neutral
under the SM, the Higgs coupling insertion, and
hence also the chirality flip, must arise from the
small muon mass mµ = yµv/

p
2, so Ce↵ / yµ,

where yµ is the Higgs-muon Yukawa coupling. For
the maximum couplings allowed by unitarity, ex-
plaining �aµ in Eq. (1) implies M <

⇠ TeV, see
Eq. (4).

• Electroweak (EW) Models: if some of the new
states carry SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y quantum numbers,
the chirality flip and the Higgs coupling insertion
in Eq. (2) can arise from new and potentially larger
masses and couplings, allowing a BSM mass scale
M & 10 TeV. Importantly, these interactions may
yield large finite loop contributions to the Higgs
mass and muon Yukawa coupling.

For both classes of models, there is a “worst case” sce-
nario in which the new particles couple preferentially to
muons and are maximally beyond the reach of existing
experiments while still generating the required �aµ.

In this Letter we present a “no-lose theorem” for a fu-
ture muon collider program:

If the (g � 2)µ anomaly is due to BSM physics,
a combination of fixed-target experiments and a
muon collider with

p
s & TeV and ⇠10 ab�1 of

luminosity will be able to discover all explanations
for the anomaly involving only SM singlet fields. If
no new particles are found, a higher-energy muon
collider with

p
s ⇠ 50�60 TeV would then be guar-

anteed to discover the heavy states in EW models
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FIG. 1. Example Feynman diagrams contributing to (g � 2)µ. Left: In models that only feature SM singlet scalars or vectors
S or V , the chirality flip and Higgs vev insertion must originate on the muon line, so the contribution in Eq. (4) implies
O(1) couplings for singlets at the ⇠ TeV scale. Right: In scenarios that feature SM charged states, as shown for nightmare
scenario, the chirality flip and EWSB Higgs coupling insertion can be placed on internal lines, parametrically enhancing �aµ

and allowing for BSM mass scales above 10 TeV.

with sizable couplings that generate �aµ, or em-
pirically prove that nature (specifically the Higgs
and muon mass) is fine-tuned. If the latter is true,
the BSM states generating �aµ have to have sev-
eral very large couplings, and still be lighter than
⇠ 100 TeV due to perturbative unitarity bounds.
Such states would be discoverable at some future
facility.

In our no-lose theorem we assume the validity of quan-
tum field theory, so it is understood that a violation of
perturbative unitarity would also be a signature of (possi-
bly strongly-coupled) new physics with BSM states below
100 TeV.

SINGLET MODELS

If the BSM states are all EW singlets, their masses do
not arise from electroweak symmetry breaking (EWSB),
so the chirality flip (and hence the Higgs vev insertion)
in Eq. (2) originates on the muon line, as shown in Fig.
1 (top). Here Ce↵ ⇠ g

2
yµ, where g is the singlet-muon

coupling. These models for g � 2 must involve at least
one new particle coupled to the muon,

gSSµ̄µ , gV V⌫ µ̄�
⌫
µ , (3)

where S/V is a scalar/vector (axial or pseudoscalar cou-
plings give the wrong sign �aµ) and parametrically

�aµ ⇠
g
2
m

2
µ

12⇡2M2
⇠ 10�9

g
2

✓
300 GeV

M

◆2

, (4)

where we have taken the M � mµ limit [25, 37]. Thus,
singlets near the weak scale must have ⇠ O(1) couplings
to yield �aµ ⇠ 10�9 in Eq. (1) and the masses are
bounded by M . 2 TeV to satisfy unitarity bounds which
require gS/V .

p
4⇡.

In what follows, we assume that the singlet S or V

couples to the muon as in Eq. (3) with su�cient strength

to resolve the �aµ anomaly. We find that for all vi-
able masses and decay channels, low energy experiments
will test all singlet candidates below . few GeV, and an
appropriate muon collider can test the remaining heavy
singlets in a model independent fashion.

Light Singlets

Although there are many experiments designed to
probe light, singlet particles responsible for �aµ (see [45]
for a review), most candidates are already excluded based
on how they couple to light SM particles. Nearly all vec-
tor bosons from anomaly-free U(1) SM gauge extensions
(e.g. B � L) are ruled out as explanations for the �aµ

anomaly [46]; the only exception is a gauged Lµ � L⌧

gauge boson, which remains viable for mV ⇠ 10 � 200
MeV [47, 48], but will be fully tested with upcoming
kaon decay [49] and muon trident searches [42]. Light
scalars that couple preferentially to muons can still be
viable depending on their dominant decay modes and
lifetimes [37].

Proposed muon beam fixed-target experiments can
likely test all remaining �aµ candidates below the few-
GeV scale [36–44]. In particular, the proposed NA64µ

[36, 50] and M3 [38] experiments are projected to cover
all invisibly decaying singlet �aµ candidates lighter than
a few GeV. These concepts can likely be modified to also
test visibly decaying singlets produced in muon fixed-
target interactions, such as a muon beam variation on
the HPS experiment [51]. Combined, these approaches
would leave no room for sub-GeV singlets that explain
�aµ. (Small model dependent gaps may remain for sin-
glets that decay semi-visibly, but these typically within
reach of various future experiments [43]; we address this
possible loophole in future work [52].)
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The longstanding muon g� 2 anomaly may indicate the existence of new particles that couple to
muons, which could either be light (<⇠ GeV) and weakly coupled, or heavy (� 100 GeV) with large
couplings. If light new states are responsible, upcoming intensity frontier experiments will discover
further evidence of new physics. However, if heavy particles are responsible, many candidates are
beyond the reach of existing colliders. We show that, if the (g � 2)µ anomaly is confirmed and no
explanation is found at low-energy experiments, a high-energy muon collider program is guaranteed
to make fundamental discoveries about our universe. New physics scenarios that account for the
anomaly can be classified as either “Singlet” or “Electroweak” (EW) models, involving only EW
singlets or new EW-charged states respectively. We argue that a TeV-scale future muon collider will
discover all possible singlet model solutions to the anomaly. If this does not yield a discovery, the
next step would be a O(10TeV) muon collider. Such a machine would either discover new particles
associated with high-scale EW model solutions to the anomaly, or empirically prove that nature is
fine-tuned, both of which would have profound consequences for fundamental physics.

INTRODUCTION

The 3.7 � discrepancy between the Brookhaven mea-
surement of the muon anomalous magnetic moment aµ [1]
and the Standard Model (SM) prediction [2] is among
the largest and most persistent anomalies in fundamen-
tal physics. The latest consensus [3–22] gives

�a
exp
µ

= a
exp
µ

� a
theory
µ

= (2.79 ± 0.76) ⇥ 10�9
. (1)

If experiments at Fermilab [23] and J-PARC [24] con-
firm the Brookhaven result, and if precision QCD calcu-
lations do not appreciably shift the theoretical prediction,
it would establish the first conclusive laboratory evidence
of physics beyond the SM (BSM).

Since the new physics contribution to aµ is fixed by
coupling-to-mass ratios, the anomaly can be reconciled
either with light weakly coupled particles [25], or with
heavy particles that couple appreciably to muons [26–
35]. If the former scenario is realized in nature, multiple
fixed-target experiments are projected to discover new
physics in the decade ahead [36–44]. However, if these
searches ultimately report null results, the only remain-
ing possibilities involve heavy particles.

Heavy BSM states modify aµ through the dimension-5
operator

Le↵ = Ce↵
v

M2
(µL�

⌫⇢
µ
c)F⌫⇢ + h.c. , (2)

where µL and µ
c are the two-component muon fields,

v = 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expectation value
(vev), Ce↵ is a constant, and M is the BSM mass scale.
Note that the symmetries of the SM already impose im-
portant constraints on this operator: the chirality struc-
ture of Eq. (2) requires a fermion mass insertion to gener-
ate �aµ, and reconciling the di↵erent electroweak quan-
tum numbers of µL and µ

c requires an insertion of v. All

BSM scenarios that generate this interaction fall into one
of two categories:

• Singlet Models: if all new particles are neutral
under the SM, the Higgs coupling insertion, and
hence also the chirality flip, must arise from the
small muon mass mµ = yµv/

p
2, so Ce↵ / yµ,

where yµ is the Higgs-muon Yukawa coupling. For
the maximum couplings allowed by unitarity, ex-
plaining �aµ in Eq. (1) implies M <

⇠ TeV, see
Eq. (4).

• Electroweak (EW) Models: if some of the new
states carry SU(2)L ⇥ U(1)Y quantum numbers,
the chirality flip and the Higgs coupling insertion
in Eq. (2) can arise from new and potentially larger
masses and couplings, allowing a BSM mass scale
M & 10 TeV. Importantly, these interactions may
yield large finite loop contributions to the Higgs
mass and muon Yukawa coupling.

For both classes of models, there is a “worst case” sce-
nario in which the new particles couple preferentially to
muons and are maximally beyond the reach of existing
experiments while still generating the required �aµ.

In this Letter we present a “no-lose theorem” for a fu-
ture muon collider program:

If the (g � 2)µ anomaly is due to BSM physics,
a combination of fixed-target experiments and a
muon collider with

p
s & TeV and ⇠10 ab�1 of

luminosity will be able to discover all explanations
for the anomaly involving only SM singlet fields. If
no new particles are found, a higher-energy muon
collider with

p
s ⇠ 50�60 TeV would then be guar-

anteed to discover the heavy states in EW models
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to dark matter. Although this is not the only model that preferentially couples a new force carrier
to muons, it serves as a representative example without loss of essential generality. Basic variations
away from this example (i.e. the scalar force model in [16]) feature the same basic degrees of freedom
and their signal characteristics are similar to what we consider below. When discussing a generic
muon-specific vector mediator, we will use the notation V , reserving Z

0 for the gauge boson coupling
the muon to dark matter in our representative model.

2.1 Simplified Models for (g � 2)µ

The current discrepancy in the anomalous magnetic moment is characterized by aµ ⌘
1
2 (g � 2)µ, the

observed value of which di↵ers from the SM theoretical prediction by an amount [4]:

�aµ ⌘ aµ(obs) � aµ(SM) = (28.8 ± 8.0) ⇥ 10�10
. (2.1)

It is well known that for a light scalar S or vector V coupling to the muon,

gSSµµ (scalar) , gV V↵µ�
↵
µ (vector) (2.2)

the leading-order contribution to the muon anomalous magnetic moment from scalars is [7]

�a
S
µ =

g
2
S

16⇡2

Z 1

0
dz

m
2
µ(1 � z)(1 � z

2)

m2
µ(1 � z)2 + m

2
S z

' 9.5 ⇥ 10�11
⇣

gS

10�4

⌘2
(mS ⌧ mµ), (2.3)

and the corresponding expression for vector particles is

�a
V
µ =

g
2
V

4⇡2

Z 1

0
dz

m
2
µz(1 � z)2

m2
µ(1 � z)2 + m

2
V z

' 1.3 ⇥ 10�10
⇣

gV

10�4

⌘2
(mV ⌧ mµ). (2.4)

Note that pseudoscalar and axial-vector couplings contribute to aµ with opposite sign, pushing the
theoretical value farther away from the measured value. As a result we only consider parity-even
mediators, scalars S or vectors V .

For the purposes of our Phase 1 search, we make no attempt to describe a complete theoretical
model of S or V , and take the observed discrepancy in aµ as positive evidence for a new particle which
can be probed in beam dump experiments. For Phase 2, we can define a well-motivated region of
parameter space and make a connection to thermal dark matter in a particular representative model,
which we describe below.

2.2 A Complete Vector Model: U(1)Lµ�L⌧

For our Phase 2 study, we extend the SM to include the anomaly-free U(1)Lµ�L⌧ gauge group under
which which µ, ⌧ and their corresponding neutrino flavors couple to a new gauge boson Z

0. The
Lagrangian for this scenario is

L = LSM �
1

4
F

0↵�
F

0
↵� +

m
2
Z0

2
Z

0↵
Z

0
↵ � Z

0
↵J

↵
µ�⌧ , (2.5)

where F
0
↵� ⌘ @↵Z

0
� � @�Z

0
↵ is the field strength tensor and mZ0 is the gauge boson mass; we assume

that the gauge symmetry is spontaneously broken in the IR, but that states responsible for that
breaking are su�ciently decoupled that their e↵ects are negligible at the GeV scale. The µ�⌧ current
in Eq. (2.5) is

J
↵
µ�⌧ = gµ�⌧ (µ̄�

↵
µ + ⌫̄µ�

↵
PL⌫µ � ⌧̄ �

↵
⌧ � ⌫̄⌧�

↵
PL⌫⌧ ) , (2.6)
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Options For Light BSM?

1) Mix S/V with existing SM particles

3) V is the gauge boson of a new U(1) SM extension 

2) Couple S/V to heavy states that mix with the muon
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cluded by this work (green area) compared to the previous
constraints [7, 18–20] as well as the region preferred by the
(g � 2)µ anomaly [5].
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FIG. 22: Constraints on visibly-decaying mediators (shaded regions) and projected sensitivities of
currently running or upcoming probes (solid lines). Visible decays of the mediator dominate in the
m� > mA0 secluded annihilation regime. Courtesy R. Essig.
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Figure 3.8: Currently excluded parameter space for a light scalar with Yukawa-like couplings.

a previous proton fixed target experiment, is shown. The treatment of the experimental contraints
in order to arrive at these bounds has been identical to the treatment in [232] with the di↵erence
that pseudoscalars2have been considered there. In practice this means that the flavour changing
couplings as well as the branching ratios and total width had to be adapted to the scalar case.

3.2.2 What SHiP can do

The main production mechanism for light scalars with Yukawa-like couplings at SHiP comes from
B-meson and kaon decays. Note that although very light scalars are predominantly produced via
kaon decays due to the larger production cross section of kaons, SHiP is designed such that kaons
will typically be stopped in the target before decaying, so that the fraction of scalars emitted in
the direction of the detector is much smaller. We estimate the fraction of kaons which decay before
absorption and therefore contribute to the production of scalars boosted towards the detector to
be 0.2%.

To estimate the number of scalars produced in kaon and B-meson decays we first estimate the
total number of kaons and B-mesons produced, using NB,K = NPoT�B,K/�pN with �pN the total
cross section for proton nucleon collisions and NPoT = 2 ·1020 the total number of protons on target
for SHiP. We take �pN ⇠ 10 mb and assume �K = 20mb and �B = 3.6nb, such that in total about
8 · 1017 kaons and 7 · 1013 B mesons will be produced.

The number of scalars produced in B-meson decays is then simply given by NS = NB⇥BR(B !

2Pseudoscalars are considered in Chapter 5 where one can also find some more details on the employed procedure.
Comparing Figs. 3.9 and 5.2 we find that the di↵erence in parity has only a subdominant e↵ect.
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FIG. 2. Experimental constraints on Dirac fermion DM that annihilates through a light, Higgs-mixed mediator. We normalize the vertical axis
using the e-� coupling, ge introduced in the text because this coupling always contributes to the annihiation over the mass range considered
here– see discussion in Section II. Top Left: Parameter space for m� < m� compared against the relic density contour computed assuming
m� = 3m� (solid black curve). The curve bifurcates near m� ⇠ m⇡ where there is disagreement in the literature about light Higgs couplings
to hadronic states (see text). Like the relic density contour, the direct detection constraints are also invariant under different assumptions about
the mass ratio and DM-mediator coupling since the SM-DM scattering cross section is proportional to the e variable plotted on the vertical
axis. However, for meson decay and collider constraints, which only constrain the mediator-Higgs mixing, we adopt the conservative values
g� = 1 and m�/m� = 1/3 for building (g�ge)

2(m�/m�)
4 for comparison with the solid black relic curve; choosing smaller values of

either quantity makes these constraints stronger – except in the resonant annihilation region. Top Right: Same as left, but in the resonant
annihilation region m� ⇡ 2m�, which is the only regime in which the relic density curve moves appreciably. This plot also adopts the extreme
value g� = 2⇡ near the perturbativity limit, and reveals the maximum amount of viable parameter space for this scenario. As on the top-left
plot, direct detection constraints and projections remain invariant, but the meson and collider bounds shift slightly as they are now computed
for m�/m� = 1/2.2 instead. Bottom Right: Same as top-left, but with m� = 10m�. Bottom Left: Same as top-left, but with the reduced
coupling g� = 0.1.

which is applicable to all m� (MeV–GeV) considered in this
paper, so we will present our direct annihilation results in
terms of e without loss of generality. For a more careful
treatment of thermal freeze out, corresponding to the method-
ology in our numerical studies, see Appendix B.

For m� ⇠
> ⇤QCD, the annihilation also proceeds through

several hadronic channels, whose interactions with the medi-
ator are not simply-related to quark Yukawa couplings (e.g.
�� ! ⇡

+
⇡
�). To account for these final states, we extract

this coupling from simulations of hadronically-decaying light-

Decays visibly
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FIG. 5. Prospects and constraints in the mS vs. gµ plane for model A (left) and model B (right) respectively. The orange
and cyan contours show the projected constraints from NA64-type and Fermilab muon beam-dump experiments respectively.
We include the 2� CL favored region and the 5� CL exclusions of aµ [9, 10], and BaBar constraints [42] for both models. For
model A (left), we also include constraints from Orsay [40] and E137 [41]. See text for more details.

• Practical aspects of muon beam-dump at Fermilab. The beam-dump experiment with the anomalous energy
deposition downstream from the dump is among the simplest particle physics experiments. The muon beam
energies available at Fermilab allow to make this setup relatively compact, with the total length of a few meters.
As such this proposed experiment could go into the g � 2 experimental hall. Moreover, depending on the
availability of protons, the proposed beam-dump can be run in parallel with the g � 2 experiment.

• Model dependence. The simplified model of one scalar particle considered in this paper is an example of
a physics goal that muon beam-dump experiments may pursue. An interesting variation of this is when the
multiplicity of exotic states Nd is large, as may occur in the models with extra dimensions where the dark forces
are allowed to live [44–46], or in models with some conformal dynamics, where the new states are continuously
spread over the invariant mass [47]. It is easy to see the qualitative di↵erence in the phenomenology of such
models compared to an exotic single state models. The e↵ects of virtual dark force particles (such as corrections
to g � 2) can be enhanced by large multiplicity. Therefore, smaller individual couplings can be responsible for
the same size of the corrections. Moreover, the mass step, �mS , can lead to overlapping resonances within a
detector mass resolution, undermining the “bump hunt” searches. This type of models with, e.g. a tower of dark
photons, will escape current direct searches at NA48/2, BaBar etc, but can be a source of sizeable corrections
in g� 2. It is easy to see that such models generically lead to longer lifetimes of individual states, and therefore
can be subjected to tighter displaced decay bounds. Such models can also be probed in the muon beam-dump
experiments.

• The advantage of running NA64 in the muon mode. NA64 experiment currently occupies a unique niche
(which can be followed up by a similar experiment in North America [48]). In this paper we have argued that a
muon run in NA64 is warranted, as it provides a very strong sensitivity to models (model B) where the decay
of S happens well outside the detector. This adds to an important case of Lµ � L⌧ gauge boson with mass
mZ0 < 2mµ, where the final state of decay is always neutrinos [26].

• Neutrino sources, SHiP. In this paper, we have concentrated on considering dedicated experiments with muon
beams. Two other possibilities involve proton beam-dumps, which also creates a lot of muons, as well as beams
of mesons used to source the neutrino beams. None of these possibilities is suitable for the missing energy or
missing momentum studies. However, the anomalous energy deposition at the distance can indeed be probed,
as is well known. Perhaps a very powerful probe of new physics coupled to muons can be achieved at a proposed
SHiP facility [27]. There, a large number of muons created in the target propagates through tens of meters of
material before getting stopped or deflected. The decay products of the light particles produced in the collision
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FIG. 2: Feynman diagrams for LDM with secluded annihilation (left) with m� > mA0 and direct anni-
hilation (right) with m� < mA0 . In the secluded regime, the dark photon decays visibly to kinematically
accessible SM final states and motivates experimental searches for hidden forces (see [1]), but the DM anni-
hilation cross section is independent of the A0 coupling to visible matter. In the direct annihilation regime,
the cross section for achieving the correct relic density depends on the parameter ✏ which couples the A0 to
charged SM particles, so there is a minimum value of this coupling for each choice of � mass that realizes
a thermal history in the early universe. These minimum values define predictive experimental targets for
discovery or falsification (see Fig. 5).

mediator) A
0. The generic Lagrangian this family of models contains

L � �
1

4
F

0µ⌫
F

0
µ⌫

+
m

2
A0

2
A

0
µ
A

0µ
� A

0
µ
(✏eJµ

EM + gDJ
µ

D
), (1)

where ✏ is the kinetic mixing parameter, mA0 is the dark photon mass, and J
µ

EM ⌘
P

f
Qf f̄�

µ
f

is the SM electromagnetic current where f is a SM fermion with charge Qf , gD ⌘
p

4⇡↵D is
the U(1)D coupling constant, and JD is the dark matter current. Although each possible choice
for � has a different form for JD, the relic density has the same dependence on our four model
parameters {✏, gD, m�, mA0} and can be captured in full generality with this setup.

This framework permits two qualitatively distinct annihilation scenarios depending on the A
0

and � masses.

• Secluded Annihilation: For mA0 < m�, DM annihilates predominantly into A
0 pairs as

depicted on the left panel of Fig. 2. This annihilation rate is independent of the SM-A0

coupling ✏. While this makes direct A
0 or DM production difficult in laboratory experiments,

the simplest version of this scenario is robustly constrained by CMB data [13], which rules
out DM masses below O(10) GeV for simple secluded annihilation models. More complex
secluded models remain viable for low DM masses; these are potentially discoverable by
LDMX but are not our primary focus.

• Direct Annihilation: For mA0 > m�, annihilation proceeds via �� ! A
0⇤

! ff to SM
fermions f through a virtual mediator. This scenario is quite predictive, because the SM-A0

coupling ✏ must be large enough, and the A
0 mass small enough, in order to achieve the ther-

mal relic cross-section. No robust constraint on this case can be extracted from CMB data.

Only anomaly free possibilities: 

Two parameter family of models: 

Qualitatively similar, but some differences in bounds

SM particles now carry a new gauge quantum number 

3) V is the gauge boson of a new U(1) SM extension 
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Figure 13: Constraints from current (upper panel) and future (lower panel) experiments on a U(1)B�L

gauge boson with gauge coupling gB�L ⌘ ✏ e. Additional constraints from supernova cooling and BBN
are not shown (see Sections 3.6 and 3.7).

4.1 U(1)B�L

The beam dump, fixed target and collider limits are very similar to the case of a secluded hidden photon.
We note that the limit from CHARM and the LHCb displaced searches are absent because we lacked
sufficient information to adequately reproduce these limits, not because there is a physics reason that
makes these searches insensitive. However, the CHARM region is mostly covered by other experiments
as one can also see from the rescaling done in [10].
The most notable difference arises from the coupling to neutrinos. This makes the B-L gauge group
testable in a variety of neutrino experiments strongly constraining the (10-200) MeV region. It also leads
to constraints from the cooling of white dwarfs. The most promising future probes are the beam dumps
SHiP and SeaQuest, Belle-II, and at LHC, LHCb and FASER (similarly CodexB and MATHUSLA).
The projected SHiP reach shows similar features as in the case of a secluded U(1)X couplings due to
the tree-level coupling to hadrons.
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Figure 14: Constraints from current (upper panel) and future (lower panel) experiments on a U(1)Lµ�Le

gauge boson with gauge coupling gµ�e = ✏ e. Additional constraints from supernova cooling and BBN
are not shown (see Sections 3.6 and 3.7).

4.2 U(1)Lµ�Le

For this and all the following gauged lepton family number groups one main difference is the weaken-
ing of all hadronic collider, beam dumps and fixed target experiments, since the only interaction with
hadrons is via a loop-suppressed kinetic mixing. Electron beam dumps are favorable to explore very
small couplings. The upper boundaries of the beam dump limits are significantly less affected, because
this boundary arises from the premature decay of the produced particles in the shielding. It therefore
mostly depends on the total decay width and is less sensitive to the production. Here, a favorable geome-
try is more important. Strong limits from neutrino experiments lead to additional constraints. Especially
strong constraints arise from Super-K [11] due to the non-universal coupling of neutrinos to matter that
modify the neutrino oscillations and the scattering of electron neutrinos in TEXONO [8].

Future interesting probes may be provided by SHiP (in the region where it benefits from a suitable
geometry and a high boost factor), Belle-II, DUNE and NA64µ. The reach for small couplings in SHiP
and NA64µ is slightly diminished above the pion and the muon threshold, respectively.
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gauge boson with gauge coupling gµ�⌧ = ✏ e. Additional constraints from supernova cooling are not
shown (see Section 3.6).

4.4 U(1)Lµ�L⌧

This group exhibits the biggest changes compared to the case of pure kinetic mixing, due to suppressed
couplings to hadrons and electrons. The best current limits arise from experiments and observations that
only require one kinetic mixing factor. In addition, there is the BBN limit from [14].11 Importantly, we
note that there is still room for an explanation of the (g � 2)µ anomaly [13]12. This makes it particularly
attractive for future experimental probes. While SHiP will cover a large region of parameter space it
will not reach the area suggested by (g � 2)µ. This area will be probed by COHERENT [113] but
most decisively by the proposed muon run of NA64µ [18, 52]. The additional region of projected SHiP
sensitivity for MA0 > 2mµ is a consequence of high statistics and the unsuppressed Br(A0

! µ
+
µ
�
).

11For this limit we show the coupling range displayed in [14] as solid. For weaker couplings the region is hatched. A
determination of the decoupling of the gauge boson in the early universe would require a more sophisticated analysis.

12For similar discussions around flavor-changing couplings we refer to [128, 129].
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are not shown (see Sections 3.6 and 3.7).

4.1 U(1)B�L

The beam dump, fixed target and collider limits are very similar to the case of a secluded hidden photon.
We note that the limit from CHARM and the LHCb displaced searches are absent because we lacked
sufficient information to adequately reproduce these limits, not because there is a physics reason that
makes these searches insensitive. However, the CHARM region is mostly covered by other experiments
as one can also see from the rescaling done in [10].
The most notable difference arises from the coupling to neutrinos. This makes the B-L gauge group
testable in a variety of neutrino experiments strongly constraining the (10-200) MeV region. It also leads
to constraints from the cooling of white dwarfs. The most promising future probes are the beam dumps
SHiP and SeaQuest, Belle-II, and at LHC, LHCb and FASER (similarly CodexB and MATHUSLA).
The projected SHiP reach shows similar features as in the case of a secluded U(1)X couplings due to
the tree-level coupling to hadrons.
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4.2 U(1)Lµ�Le

For this and all the following gauged lepton family number groups one main difference is the weaken-
ing of all hadronic collider, beam dumps and fixed target experiments, since the only interaction with
hadrons is via a loop-suppressed kinetic mixing. Electron beam dumps are favorable to explore very
small couplings. The upper boundaries of the beam dump limits are significantly less affected, because
this boundary arises from the premature decay of the produced particles in the shielding. It therefore
mostly depends on the total decay width and is less sensitive to the production. Here, a favorable geome-
try is more important. Strong limits from neutrino experiments lead to additional constraints. Especially
strong constraints arise from Super-K [11] due to the non-universal coupling of neutrinos to matter that
modify the neutrino oscillations and the scattering of electron neutrinos in TEXONO [8].

Future interesting probes may be provided by SHiP (in the region where it benefits from a suitable
geometry and a high boost factor), Belle-II, DUNE and NA64µ. The reach for small couplings in SHiP
and NA64µ is slightly diminished above the pion and the muon threshold, respectively.
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gauge boson with gauge coupling gµ�⌧ = ✏ e. Additional constraints from supernova cooling are not
shown (see Section 3.6).

4.4 U(1)Lµ�L⌧

This group exhibits the biggest changes compared to the case of pure kinetic mixing, due to suppressed
couplings to hadrons and electrons. The best current limits arise from experiments and observations that
only require one kinetic mixing factor. In addition, there is the BBN limit from [14].11 Importantly, we
note that there is still room for an explanation of the (g � 2)µ anomaly [13]12. This makes it particularly
attractive for future experimental probes. While SHiP will cover a large region of parameter space it
will not reach the area suggested by (g � 2)µ. This area will be probed by COHERENT [113] but
most decisively by the proposed muon run of NA64µ [18, 52]. The additional region of projected SHiP
sensitivity for MA0 > 2mµ is a consequence of high statistics and the unsuppressed Br(A0

! µ
+
µ
�
).

11For this limit we show the coupling range displayed in [14] as solid. For weaker couplings the region is hatched. A
determination of the decoupling of the gauge boson in the early universe would require a more sophisticated analysis.

12For similar discussions around flavor-changing couplings we refer to [128, 129].
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Summary of what’s left
Experimental bounds require muon-philic forces for < GeV singlets

Muon Beam Experiments to Probe the Dark Sector

Chien-Yi Chen,1, 2, ⇤ Maxim Pospelov,1, 2, † and Yi-Ming Zhong3, ‡
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A persistence of several anomalies in muon physics, such as the muon anomalous magnetic moment
and the muonic hydrogen Lamb shift, hints at new light particles beyond the Standard Model.
We address a subset of these models that have a new light scalar state with sizable couplings
to muons and suppressed couplings to electrons. A novel way to search for such particles would
be through muon beam-dump experiments by (1) missing momentum searches; (2) searches for
decays with displaced vertices. The muon beams available at CERN and Fermilab present attractive
opportunities for exploring the new scalar with a mass below the di-muon threshold, and potentially
covering a range of relevant candidate models. For the models considered in this paper, both types
of signals, muon missing momentum and anomalous energy deposition at a distance, can probe a
substantial fraction of the unexplored parameter space of the new light scalar, including a region
that can explain the muon anomalous magnetic moment discrepancy.

I. INTRODUCTION

New Physics (NP) at low-mass, treated in all generality, has become an actively pursued topic of the intensity
frontier physics [1–3] given the abundant evidence for NP in the neutrino and dark matter sectors, coupled with the
lack of NP signal at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC). Motivations for searches of low-mass, weakly-coupled particles
can come from top-down theoretical arguments (see e.g. [4]). But a bigger role is played by the existing anomalous
observations in particle experiments, astrophysics, and cosmology, which might find their explanations in models with
NP at low-mass (see e.g. [5–7]). The current ⇠ 3.5� discrepancy between the predicted and observed value of the
muon anomalous magnetic moment [8], aµ, will be scrutinized in the upcoming experiments at Fermilab and JPARC
[9, 10]. It is not clear that the current tension is a result of experimental errors or theoretical errors or a combination
of the two. With new measurements of muon g � 2 and improved Standard Model (SM) calculations based on lattice
QCD [11, 12], one hopes to clarify the origin of the existing discrepancy. Lamb shifts of muonic atoms, such as muonic
hydrogen and deuterium [13–15], present another formidable puzzle. When interpreted in terms of the charge radius
of the proton, rp, these measurements disagree with the electron scattering and hydrogen spectroscopy extracted
values of rp by ⇠ 7� [16].

In this paper, we are interested in the scenarios where the deficit of theoretical predictions for aµ is compensated
by a contribution from NP. Although the overall size of the aµ discrepancy, a

obs
µ � a

th
µ ⇡ +3 ⇥ 10�9, is on the order

of the corresponding contributions from the weak sector of the SM, the NP states correcting the anomalous magnetic
moment do not have to reside at the weak scale. Indeed it is well known that the existing theoretical deficit can be
compensated by loop contributions from new light particles [17–19]. One such candidate model, the dark photon, has
been searched for in a variety of experiments, with recent results ruling out the most minimal version as a possible
explanation of the aµ discrepancy. Some other candidate models still survive the existing constraints, including the
Lµ � L⌧ gauged model and its variations [20, 21].

Here we would like to examine the models with a new light scalar, S, tuned to explain the aµ discrepancy [22, 23].
We will employ a simplified framework, with a relevant Lagrangian given by

L �
1

2
(@µS)2 �

1

2
m

2
SS

2
�

X

`=e,µ,⌧

g`S
¯̀̀ , (1)

where g` is the coupling between S and leptons. Notice that Eq. (1) is an e↵ective Lagrangian that does not respect
the full gauge symmetry of the SM. Its SU(2)⇥U(1) generalization is given by the following dimension-five e↵ective
operator,

O5 =
1

⇤
(L̄E)HS, (2)
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Q: Why haven’t we discovered dark matter in the lab?



Q: Why haven’t we discovered dark matter in the lab?

A: Maybe because it couples more to muons 
The same bosons (S/V) for g-2 can also mediate
DM annihilation during “freeze out” in early universe
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Figure 10. Parameter space for predictive thermal DM charged under U(1)Lµ�L⌧ , for DM charges near the

perturbativity limit (left) or smaller such that the (g�2)µ region overlaps with the thermal relic curves (right).

Here the relic abundance arises through direct annihilation to SM particles via s-channel Z0 exchange.The

vertical axis is the product of couplings that sets the relic abundance for a given choice of DM mass and spin

(see Appendix A). Also plotted are constraints from the neutrino trident process from the CCFR experiment

[6, 68] and projected limits from NA64 [11]. Note that there are also bounds onm� = O(MeV) from�Ne↵. that

arise from ��̄ ! ⌫⌫ annihilation during BBN; these bounds di↵er depending on the choice of DM candidate

spin [69, 70] and are not shown here. For the pure Dirac scenario, the annihilation process ��̄ ! µ+µ� is

s-wave, so this process is ruled out by CMB energy injection bounds for m� > mµ [52].

6.2 Phase 2: U(1)Lµ�L⌧ thermal DM sensitivity

Fig. 10 shows the target parameter space for thermal relic DM with a Lµ � L⌧ mediator. The vertical
axis plots the dimensionless variable y = g2

�g2
µ�⌧ (m�/mZ0)4 which controls the DM annihilation rate,

and the black curves represent the unique value of y for each m� which results in the correct DM relic
abundance (see appendix A), for DM a complex scalar, Majorana fermion, or (pseudo)-Dirac fermion
(see Sec. 2.3). The left panel shows the scenario g� = 1 near the perturbativity limit, which corresponds
to the weakest possible bounds on this model, while the right panel shows the case g� = 5 ⇥ 10�2. In
the latter case, there is a region of parameter space compatible with both thermal dark matter and
(g � 2)µ, which can be probed by Phase 1, with the entire viable parameter space for thermal DM
probed by Phase 2.4 Even for the pessimistic case g� = 1, a large portion of the parameter space is
accessible to Phase 2. We emphasize that muon beam experiments like M3 are the only terrestrial
experiments which can probe such a muon-philic model of DM; direct detection signals are absent,
and high-energy collider production cross sections are too small.

Intriguingly, we also find that both Phase 1 and Phase 2 have sensitivity to a class of DM expla-
nations for the ⇠ 3.8� anomaly reported by the EDGES collaboration [72]. It has been shown that
a ⇠ 1% subcomponent of DM with a QED millicharge of order ⇠ 10�3e can cool the SM gas tem-
perature at redshift z ⇠ 20 and thereby account for the magnitude of the observed absorption feature
[73]. However, Ref. [74] pointed out that such a scenario generically requires dark forces to deplete
the millicharge abundance in the early universe to account for the ⇠ 1% fraction needed to resolve

4
See also [71] for other models relating thermal DM to (g � 2)µ.
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Figure 2. Z 0 induced scattering and decay processes that can delay ⌫µ and ⌫⌧ decoupling.

where x = mZ0/T , H ⌘ ȧ/a is the Hubble expansion rate, a is the scale factor in an FLRW metric,
�Z0 is the rest frame width, K1,2 are Bessel functions of the first and second kind, and an (eq) label
denotes an equilibrium quantity – for a derivation and discussion, see Appendix A. Although there
are many other processes that can a↵ect nZ0 in the early universe, but since we are interested in the
weakly (or even feebly) coupled regime gµ�⌧ ⌧ 1, it su�ces to consider only decays and inverse decays
in the collision term.

We are interested in the e↵ect of Z 0 decays on the total radiation density at the surface of last
scattering, which can be written in terms of Ne↵ , the e↵ective number of neutrino species

⇢R = ⇢� + ⇢⌫ =

"

1 +
7

8

✓
4

11

◆4/3

Ne↵

#

⇢� , (3.2)

where ⇢� is the photon energy density, the factor of 7/8 accounts for the fact that neutrinos are
fermions, and the (4/11)1/3 = T⌫/T� in the SM. Note that the SM prediction for N

SM
e↵ = 3.046 is

slightly larger than 3 because of the small amount of entropy transferred to the neutrinos during e
+
e
�

annihilation [12, 13]. We categorize our study into four qualitatively distinct regimes whose impact
on �Ne↵ has distinct parametric dependence on model parameters.

3.1 Equilibrium Regime (Negligible Kinetic Mixing)

If gµ�⌧ is su�ciently large, the inverse decay process satisfies h�Z0i � H before neutrino-photon
decoupling and the Z

0 population is in equilibrium with SM particles at early times. In this scenario,
the Z

0 population always satisfies nZ0 = n
(eq)
Z0 where

n
(eq)
Z0 =

Z 1

0

d
3
~p

(2⇡)3
gZ0

eE/T � 1
, (3.3)

is the equilibrium number density and gZ0 = 3 is the number of spin states. Since the coupling is
su�ciently large, the (inverse)decays occur rapidly in equilibrium and their entropy is transferred to
other species once the population becomes nonrelativistic and inverse decays become kinematically
forbidden. We can write the e↵ective neutrino species as

Ne↵ =
8

7

✓
11

4

◆4/3
⇢⌫

⇢�

�����
T=Tcmb

, (3.4)
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Gauged Interaction

Also resolve muon g-2 with light physics 
Compatible parameter space for freeze-out 

Comprehensive Coverage

Phase 1,2: 1e10, 1e13 muons See Cristina Mantilla-Suarez’s talk

V



Concluding Remarks

Exciting time for g-2, new results soon! 

If anomaly is due to light < GeV BSM physics 
Must be muon-philic boson: S/V

Same particles can couple to dark matter
Common parameter space for g-2 + freeze out

Muon fixed targets can probe nearly all variations

See Cristina, Yiming, and Brian’s talks

Can decay either visibly or invisibly

Awaiting new SM lattice /R-ratio results
4.2 sigma anomaly probably not systematic error

Same fixed target searches give this for free
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Constraints: Big Bang Nucleosynthesis
V is in chemical equilibrium with SM in early universe 

When T < m, the V decays transfer entropy to SM particles 
Must happen before neutrinos decouple from photons

Escudero, Hooper, GK, Pierre, 1902.02010

Otherwise V decays heat neutrinos not CMB 

Spoils BBN element yields 

*mild contribution for m~ few MeV may reduce Hubble tension



Constraints: Neutrino Tridents, CCFR + CHARM II
2

N N

µ+

µ�

�
�

k1
k2

p+

p�

q

k Z �

�

FIG. 1. The leading order contribution of the Z0 to neutrino
trident production (another diagram with µ+ and µ� reversed
is not shown). Other contributions at the same order in g0

are further suppressed by the Fermi scale.

is not directly relevant for our work, and thus we suppress
any additional pieces in (1) related to the corresponding
Higgs sector.

This model contributes to the neutrino trident pro-
duction at lowest order through the diagram shown in
Fig. 1. This contribution interferes with the SM contri-
bution coming from W±/Z exchange. In order to gain
insight into the di↵erent contributions, in what follows
we provide analytical results using the equivalent pho-
ton approximation (EPA) [14, 15]. Under the EPA, the
full cross-section of a muon-neutrino scattering with a
nucleus N is related to the cross-section of the neutrino
scattering with a real photon through,

�(⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ+µ�) =

Z
�(⌫µ� ! ⌫µµ

+µ�) P (s, q2) .(2)

Here, P (q2, s) is the probability of creating a virtual pho-
ton in the field of the nucleus N with virtuality q2 which
results in the energy being

p
s in the center-of-mass frame

of the incoming neutrino and a real photon. This proba-
bility is given by [16]

P (q2, s) =
Z2e2

4⇡2

ds

s

dq2

q2
F 2(q2) , (3)

where Ze and F (q2) are the charge and the electromag-
netic form-factor of the nucleus, respectively. The in-
tegral over s is done from 4m2 to 2E⌫q, with the muon
mass m and the neutrino energy E⌫ . The q integral has a
lower limit of 4m2/(2E⌫) and the upper limit is regulated
by the exponential form-factor. We thus concentrate on
the computation of the cross-section �(⌫µ� ! ⌫µµ+µ�).
Computations of the full ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ+µ� process have
been performed in [17–22] in the context of the V-A the-
ory and of the SM.

We begin with the di↵erential cross-section for the
⌫� ! ⌫µ+µ� sub-process associated with a pure V-A
charged interaction between neutrinos and muons. It is
given symbolically by

d� =
1

2s
dPS3

0

@1

2

X

pol

|M1M2|
2

1

A G2

F
e2

2
, (4)

where GF =
p

2g2/(8M2

W
) is the Fermi constant. The

3-body phase-space (with correction of a typo in the cor-
responding expression of ref. [23]) is given by

dPS3 =
1

2

1

(4⇡)2
dt

2s

d`

2⇡
v
d⌦0

4⇡
, (5)

where ` = (p+ + p�)2 is the square of the invariant
mass of the µ+µ� pair, ⌦0 is the solid angle with re-
spect to the photon four-vector in the µ+µ� rest-frame,
v =

p
1 � 4m2/` is the velocity of each muon in that

frame, and t ⌘ 2k · q. M1 and M2 in (4) are the neutrino
and the muon-pair blocks in the amplitude, that form
the total amplitude according to M = GFep

2
M1M2. The

factor of 1/2 in (4) originates from the average over the
incoming photon polarizations.

Using M1,2 explicitly, and summing over spins and po-
larizations, we get (in agreement with result of ref. [16])

1

2

X

pol

|M1M2|
2

⌘ 512 |MV�A|
2

' 512 ⇥

 
(6)

(k1 · p+)(q · k2)(q · p�)

A2
+

(k2 · p�)(q · k1)(q · p+)

B2

+
2(k1 · p+)(k2 · p�)(p+ · p�)

AB
�

(k2 · p�)(p+ · p�)(q · k1)

AB

�
(k1 · p+)(p+ · p�)(q · k2)

AB
�

(k1 · p+)(k2 · p�)(q · p�)

AB

+
(k1 · p+)(k2 · p+)(q · p�)

AB
+

(k1 · p�)(k2 · p�)(q · p+)

AB

�
(k1 · p+)(k2 · p�)(q · p+)

AB

!
,

where A = (p� � q)2 � m2 and B = (q � p+)2 � m2.
The result for the full SM contribution together with the
Z0 vector-boson exchange can be obtained from the V-A
matrix-element contribution, if we neglect terms propor-
tional to the muon mass. The full square of the matrix-
element is defined as in Eq. (6) but with,

1

2

X

pol

|M1M2|
2 = 512 |MV�A|

2
⇥

1

2

 
C2

V
+ C2

A
(7)

�2CVC
(Z

0
)

V

m2

Z0

k2 � m2

Z0
+

✓
C(Z

0
)

V

m2

Z0

k2 � m2

Z0

◆2
!

.

Here, k is the momentum of the exchanged Z0 and the SM
coe�cients of the vector and axial-vector currents in the
interaction of muon-neutrinos with muons are CV = 1

2
+

2 sin2 ✓W , CA = 1

2
, with ✓W being the weak mixing angle.

The second line in Eq. (7) features the Z0 contribution
with the vector-current coe�cient defined as,

C(Z
0
)

V
= 4

M2

W

m2

Z0

g02

g2
=

v2
SM

v2
Z0

, (8)

where vSM = 246 GeV is the SM Higgs vacuum expecta-
tion value and v

Z0 = mZ0/g0.

S. Mishra et al. (CCFR Collaboration), Phys.Rev.Lett. 66, 3117 (1991)

3

Next we consider the phase-space integration. The to-
tal cross-section is obtained by integrating over the entire
solid angle ⌦0, ` < t < s, and 4m2 < ` < s. The inte-
gration over phase-space is best done first over the solid
angle, then over t and ` (see also ref. [23]). Keeping only
leading log terms in the muon mass we find the following
expression for the inclusive SM cross-section,

�(SM)
'

1

2

�
C2

V
+ C2

A

� 2G2

F
↵ s

9⇡2

✓
log

⇣ s

m2

⌘
�

19

6

◆
. (9)

The destructive interference between the charged and
neutral vector-boson contributions leads to a reduction
of about 40% of the SM cross-section compared to the
pure V-A theory. Our results corrects a missing factor of
2 in the corresponding expression in ref. [16].

In general we can write

�(SM+Z
0
) = �(SM) + �(inter) + �(Z

0
) , (10)

where the second term is the interference between the
SM and the Z0 contributions. In the heavy mass limit,
mZ0 �

p
s this can be expressed concisely as [13]

�(SM+Z
0
)

�(SM)
'

1 +
⇣
1 + 4 sin2 ✓W + 2v2

SM
/v2

Z0

⌘2

1 +
�
1 + 4 sin2 ✓W

�2 . (11)

This expression also holds for the di↵erential cross-
section in this limit, up to muon mass corrections.

In the limit of light Z0, mZ0 ⌧
p
s the expression is

more complex. In the leading log approximation, the
interference term is given by

�(inter)
'

GF
p

2

g02CV↵

3⇡2
log2

⇣ s

m2

⌘
. (12)

The Z0 contribution alone, for m ⌧ mZ0 ⌧
p
s, is

�(Z
0
)
'

1

m2

Z0

g04↵

6⇡2
log

✓
m2

Z0

m2

◆
, (13)

while for mZ0 ⌧ m ⌧
p
s it is

�(Z
0
)
'

1

m2

7g04↵

72⇡2
log

✓
m2

m2

Z0

◆
. (14)

As can be expected, at high mZ0 the Z0 contribution is ad-
ditive with respect to the SM one (as shown in Eq. (11))
and decouples as m�2

Z0 . For light Z0, on the other hand,
the cross-section is only log sensitive to mZ0 and the cen-
ter of mass energy of the event.

To get the total ⌫µN ! ⌫µNµ+µ� cross-section, the
real-photon contribution can be easily integrated against
the Weizsäcker-Williams probability distribution func-
tion, Eq. (2), in 4m2 < s < 2E⌫q and 4m2/(2E⌫) <
q < 1, with the q integral regulated by the form fac-
tor . Using a simple exponential form factor, we find
good agreement between our results from the EPA and
a direct numerical calculation of the full process follow-
ing [19]. As a cross check we also reproduced the trident

0.01 0.1 1 10 102 103

10-3

0.01

0.1

1

m Z ' HGeVL

g '

CCFR

Hg-2Lm ±2s

ZÆ4mûLHC

FIG. 2. Parameter space for the Z0 gauge boson. The light-
grey area is excluded at 95% C.L. by the CCFR measurement
of the neutrino trident cross-section. The grey region with
the dotted contour is excluded by measurements of the SM
Z boson decay to four leptons at the LHC [24, 25]. The
purple (dark-grey) region is favored by the discrepancy in the
muon g-2 and corresponds to an additional contribution of
�aµ = (2.9± 1.8)⇥ 10�9 to the theoretical value [26].

cross sections reported in [19, 22], for V-A theory and
for the SM, for various neutrino energies, using both the
EPA and the numerical calculation. For large mZ0 the
relative size of the Z0 contribution is independent of the
neutrino energy. For low mZ0 on the other hand, lower
neutrino energies lead to an enhanced sensitivity to the
Z0. Since the experimental searches employed a variety
of kinematical cuts, in determining the sensitivity to the
{g0,mZ0} parameter space we use full numerical results
for the phase-space integration rather than analytic ap-
proximations and keep the full dependence on the muon
mass.

Neutrino trident production has been searched for in
several neutrino beam experiments. Both the CHARM-
II collaboration [27] (using a neutrino beam with mean
energy of E⌫ ⇠ 20 GeV and a glass target) and the CCFR
collaboration [28] (using a neutrino beam with mean en-
ergy of E⌫ ⇠ 160 GeV and an iron target) reported detec-
tion of trident events and quoted cross-sections in good
agreement with the SM predictions,

�CHARM�II/�SM = 1.58 ± 0.57 , (15)

�CCFR/�SM = 0.82 ± 0.28 . (16)

(Corresponding results from NuTeV can also be used al-
beit with some caution due to a rather large di↵erence
in the background treatment between the initial report
[29] and the publication [30].) These results strongly
constrain the gauged Lµ � L⌧ model, and more gen-
erally any new force that couples to both muons and

3

FIG. 1. Summary of the parameter space of the min-
imal Lµ � L⌧ model. The regions shaded in blue-gray
are excluded by the (i) neutrino-trident-production pro-
cess [Columbia-Chicago-Fermilab-Rochester (CCFR) exper-
iment], (ii) neutrino-electron elastic scattering (Borexino de-
tector), and (iii) muonic Z0 search at the collider (BABAR).
With the parameters on the red band labeled with “g � 2,”
the extra contribution from the one-loop diagram mediated
by Z0 resolves the discrepancy between the SM prediction and
the experimental measurements of muon anomalous magnetic
moment within 2�.

are summarized in Fig. 1. More discussions on the con-
straints can be found in Refs. [24, 26, 73, 74] and refer-
ences therein.3

The neutrino-trident-production process, ⌫µN !

⌫µNµ+µ� where N represents a target nucleus, is a good
probe into the light Z 0, as pointed out in Ref. [75]. Since
the cross section measured at the fixed-target neutrino
experiments [76, 77] was found to be consistent with the
SM prediction, the contribution of the Z 0 must be sup-
pressed so as to agree with the condition

�CCFR

�SM
= 0.82± 0.28. (4)

In Fig. 1, we refer to the 95% C.L. limit based on the
result of the CCFR experiment [77]. Prospects of mea-
suring the neutrino-trident-production process at mod-
ern neutrino beam experiments were recently discussed
in Ref. [78] in the SM, and in Refs. [79, 80] in a context
of U(1)Lµ�L⌧

models with the kinetic mixing at the tree

level.
The authors of Ref. [81] indicated that the precision

measurement of the neutrino-electron elastic scattering

3
The Lµ �L⌧ interaction with gZ0 & 10

�5
significantly decreases

the di↵usion rate of neutrinos from supernova. To circumvent

the constraint from supernova cooling, the introduction of an in-

visible particle that promotes the cooling process is required [24].

can place a stringent bound on the leptonic force medi-
ated by a light boson. Although the Z 0 in the minimal
U(1)Lµ�L⌧

model does not couple to electrons at the tree

level, the coupling appears through the kinetic mixing in-
duced at the one-loop level, which is calculated to be

⇧(q2) ⌘

� Z 0

! q ! q

= +

µ ⌧
� Z 0

! q! q

Z 0�

! q ! q

=
8egZ0

(4⇡)2

Z 1

0
x(1� x)ln

m2
⌧ � x(1� x)q2

m2
µ � x(1� x)q2

dx, (5)

where e is the electromagnetic charge, m` is the mass of
the charged lepton `, and q is the momentum carried by
� and Z 0. The kinetic mixing parameter " in Eq. (3) is
given as " = ⇧(q2).4 With the mixing, the Z 0 comes to
contribute to the scattering process illustrated in Fig. 2.
The most stringent constraint on the extra contribution
to the ⌫-e elastic scattering process is provided from the
measurement of 7Be solar neutrinos at the Borexino de-
tector [82]. Since the momentum transfer q in the solar
neutrino scattering process is much smaller than muon
mass, the kinetic mixing parameter "⌫e relevant to this
scattering process is approximately given as

"⌫e = ⇧(0) =
8

3

egZ0

(4⇡)2
ln

m⌧

mµ
. (6)

In Fig. 1, we show the bound from the Borexino exper-
iment, which is converted from the bound to a gauged
U(1)B�L model [81].5 As we see in the next section, the
kinetic mixing parameter "Belle that appears in the cross
section of our signal process e+e� ! �Z 0 at the Belle-II
experiment is given as

"Belle = ⇧(M2
Z0), (7)

which varies by 2 orders of magnitude according to the
mass of the Z 0. We emphasize that the q dependence
of the kinetic mixing makes the phenomenology of the
minimal Lµ�L⌧ model di↵erent from that of dark photon
models in which the kinetic mixing is given as a constant
parameter.
Recently, the BABAR collaboration searched for a

muonic Z 0 in the successive processes e+e� ! µ+µ�Z 0

and Z 0
! µ+µ� [85]. Although the signal event su↵ers

from huge electromagnetic backgrounds, it can be dis-
criminated with the help of the invariant mass distribu-
tion of the muon pairs in the final state. The constraint

4
In the case where the kinetic mixing term Eq. (3) exists at the

tree level, the kinetic mixing parameter " is understood as " =

"tree +⇧(q2) [79].
5
The constraints to "⌫e are also discussed in Refs. [83, 84].
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FIG. 4: The 90% CL upper limits on the cross-section
�(e+e� ! µ+µ�Z0, Z0 ! µ+µ�) as a function of the Z0

mass. The dark gray band indicates the region excluded from
the analysis.
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FIG. 5: The 90% CL upper limits on the new gauge coupling
g0 as a function of the Z0 mass, together with the constraints
derived from the production of a µ+µ�pair in ⌫µ scattering
(“Trident” production) [29, 30]. The region consistent with
the discrepancy between the calculated and measured anoma-
lous magnetic moment of the muon within 2� is shaded in red.
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6

reduced mass has a smoother behavior near threshold
and is easier to model than the dimuon mass. The
spectrum is dominated by e+e� ! µ+µ�µ+µ� pro-
duction, with additional contributions from e+e� !
⇡+⇡�⇢, ⇢ ! ⇡+⇡�, e+e� ! µ+µ�⇢, ⇢ ! ⇡+⇡�, and
e+e� ! ⇡+⇡�J/ , J/ ! µ+µ� events, where one or
several pions are misidentified as muons. A peak cor-
responding to the ⇢ meson is visible at low mass; the
second Z 0 candidate reconstructed in these events gen-
erates the enhancement near 9.5GeV. Other than the
J/ , no significant signal of other narrow resonances is
observed.
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FIG. 1: The distribution of the four-muon invariant mass,
m(4µ), for data taken at the ⌥ (4S) peak together with Monte
Carlo predictions of various processes normalized to data lu-
minosity. The e+e� ! µ+µ�µ+µ� Monte Carlo does not
include ISR corrections.

The signal e�ciency rises from ⇠ 35% at low masses to
⇠ 50% around mR = 6 � 7GeV, before dropping again
at higher masses. The signal e�ciencies include a cor-
rection factor of 0.82, which primarily accounts for the
impact of ISR not included in the simulation, as well
as di↵erences between data and simulation in trigger ef-
ficiency, charged particle identification, and track and
photon reconstruction e�ciencies. This correction fac-
tor is derived from the ratio of the mR distribution in
simulated e+e� ! µ+µ�µ+µ� events to the observed
distribution in the mass region 1–9 GeV, excluding the
J/ region (light blue line in Fig. 2). An uncertainty of
5% is propagated as a systematic uncertainty, covering
the small variations between data-taking periods and the
uncertainties on the e+e� ! µ+µ�µ+µ� cross-section.

We extract the signal yield as a function of mZ0 by
performing a series of unbinned maximum likelihood fits
to the reduced dimuon mass spectrum, covering the mass
range mR < 10GeV for the data taken near the ⌥ (4S)
resonance, and up to 9GeV for the datasets collected
near the ⌥ (2S) and ⌥ (3S) resonances. The search is

FIG. 2: The distribution of the reduced dimuon mass, mR,
together with Monte Carlo predictions of various processes
normalized to data luminosity. Four combinations per event
are included. The fit of the ratio between reconstructed and
simulated events is shown as a light blue dashed line. The
e+e� ! µ+µ�µ+µ� Monte Carlo does not include ISR or
other e�ciency corrections (see text).

conducted in varying mass steps that correspond to the
dark boson mass resolution. Each fit is performed over
an interval 50 times broader than the signal resolution
at that mass for mR > 0.2GeV, or over a fixed interval
0 � 0.3GeV for mR < 0.2GeV. We estimate the signal
resolution by Gaussian fits to several simulated Z 0 sam-
ples for the purpose of determining the scan steps, and
interpolate the results to all other masses. The resolution
varies between 1�9MeV, dominated by experimental ef-
fects. We probe a total of 2219 mass hypotheses. The
bias in the fitted values, estimated from a large ensemble
of pseudo-experiments, is negligible.

The likelihood function, described below, contains
components from signal, continuum background, and
peaking background where appropriate. The signal prob-
ability density function (pdf) is modeled directly from
the signal Monte Carlo mass distribution using a non-
parametric kernel density function. The pdf is interpo-
lated between the known simulated masses using an algo-
rithm based on the cumulative density function [27]. An
uncertainty of 0.1 � 3.2 events associated to this proce-
dure is estimated by taking the next-to-closest mass point
in place of the closest simulated mass point to interpolate
the signal shape. The agreement between the simulated
signal resolution and the data is assessed by fitting the
full-energy peak of the four-muon invariant mass spec-
trum in the range 10.3 � 10.7GeV with a Crystal Ball
function [28]. The ratio of simulated and reconstructed
peak widths is 1.01±0.04, consistent with unity. The im-
pact of ISR emission on the peak widths are expected to
be small in that mass range. Similarly, the decay width
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